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The

C o n n e c t i o n

In September 2003, the Council on Certification
formed an Eligibility Committee. Membership on the
committee consists of nine CTRs representing a
broad area of experience. The committee is chaired
by the Administrator of the Council and includes
two other Council members, plus a representative
from the NCRA Formal Education Committee.
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The charges to the Eligibility Committee were to:
1. develop draft criteria for inclusion as an
approved allied health curriculum.
2. identify other potential allied health
curriculums not already approved.
3. expand the list of approved allied health field
curriculums meeting established criteria.
4. develop criteria for inclusion as an approved
license or certificate.
5. expand the list of approved allied health
certificates and licenses.
6. define "Cancer Registry field."
7. make recommendations on future eligibility
routes.
The committee has addressed items 1 through 3 and
made recommendations to the full Council that have
subsequently been approved. The following will be
applicable to the 2005 certification examinations.
1.

•
4.

If an allied health field curriculum is not on the
"approved" listing, the Council on Certification
will determine whether to add it to the current
listing.
• Candidates may submit a written request to
have an allied health field reviewed by the
Council on Certification for approval.
• The curriculum of all newly approved allied
health fields must meet the approved
curriculum criteria.
• Candidates should allow for a minimum of
three months for Council review and
approval, and factor this time into their
examination application deadline.
• The Council will maintain a listing of allied
health fields that have been reviewed and
not approved.

5.

Based on the approved criteria, the committee
reviewed curricula for all of the currently
approved allied health fields, and all of the
allied health fields listed on the Federal
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The following
allied health field curricula having an
Associate’s degree or higher have been
approved: Nursing; Health Information
Management; Health Information Technician;
Health Information Administrator; Radiology
Technology; Radiation Therapy Technology/
Radiation Oncology Technology; Physician
Assistant; CardiovascularTechnology; Surgical
Technology ; Diagnostic Medical Sonography;
Medical Assisting; Medical Office Assistant;
Associate degree in Technical Arts;
Occupational Therapist; Physical Therapist;
Physical Therapist Assistant; Cytogenetic
Technology; Histotechnologist; Emergency
Medical Technologist/ Paramedic; Healthcare
Administration

6.

An additional eligibility route has been added
for candidates with a Master’s degree or
greater and one year’s experience in the Cancer
Registry field.
• Route 5: A minimum of one year (12 months
or 1,950 hours) full-time equivalent
experience in the Cancer Registry field
AND successful completion of a Master’s
level or higher college-level curriculum in a
recognized allied health field.

Approved allied health fields associated with
the CTR examination eligibility routes will be
divided into two categories:
• Approved allied health field college
curriculum. This list will relate to Route 3.
• Approved allied health field licenses and
certification. This list will relate to Route 4.

(The criteria for inclusion of approved licenses and
certificates have not yet been developed. The
current approved allied health fields will be listed
for Route 4 until further changes for this route are
approved by the Council.)
2.

Persons with documentation of completion of
approved degrees, credentials, or licenses
areautomatically eligible to apply for routes 3
and 4.

3.

The Council agreed that there was a need to
develop specific criteria for allied health fields
to be Council-approved. This would ensure a
fair review of all allied health professions. The
base criterion for any approved allied health
field curriculum is a minimum of an Associate’s
degree and includes two semesters of human
anatomy and/or physiology.
• The description for Route 3 will read:
Minimum one year full-time (12 months or
1,950 hours) equivalent experience in the
Cancer Registry field AND successful
completion of a minimum of an Associate’s
degree or equivalent (4 semesters/8
quarters) in an approved college-level
curriculum in a recognized allied health
field, as determined by NCRA’s Council on
Certification.

Applicants must obtain a passing grade on
all course work applied to eligibility criteria.
The definition of "Passing Grade" in course
work is to be determined by the education
facility.
If candidates do not complete the
curriculum or obtain the degree associated
with the approved allied health field, they
may submit a copy of their transcript for
review by the Council. Approval will be
granted if the student has met the approved
criteria for the category applied to.
Equivalent degrees from other countries
will be accepted to meet eligibility criteria.

The Eligibility Committee is currently working on
the definition of "Cancer Registry field." Once that
has been completed, the committee will develop the
criteria for licenses and certificates and then review
allied health profession to see which ones meet
those criteria. Those meeting the criteria will be
added to the approved listing.

As you can see, there is still much work ahead. The
Council recognizes that this is an area of major
importance to candidates and is committed to
clearly documenting eligibility requirements so
that they can be consistently and fairly applied to
all candidates. The Council also wants to assure
that all experience requirements offer candidates
an equal opportunity of passing the examination.

Inez Evans, BS, RHIT, CTR; Linda Fisher, B.A.,
CTR; Donna Getreuer, RN, MSN, CTR; Mary
Lewis, CTR; Linda Mulvihill, RHIT, CTR; Mary
O’Leary, RHIT, CTR; Joan Phillips, CTR; and
Dianne Skinner, CTR.
If you have any questions on eligibility, please visit
www.ctrexam.org or contact the Council on
Certification at ctrexam@ncra-usa.org.

Thank you to the members of the Eligibility
Committee: Gayle G. Clutter, R.T., CTR (Chair);

News from the Journal of
Registry Management
Herman R. Menck
Editor, Journal of Registry Management
Responsibility
Part and parcel of being a "profession" is having a
defined body of skills and practices (science) that
are documented, taught and used by its members.
Textbooks and journals are an important part of
empowering a profession. In some ways, journals
and textbooks define a profession. If we didn’t
have a journal, a part of our professional profile
would be missing. The NCRA is privileged to
provide the Journal for the Cancer Registry
profession.
Most Common Misunderstanding
Many NCRA members think the Journal of Registry
Management (JRM) primarily publishes articles
that present scientific findings. That is only partly
true. The JRM is about both 1) methodology, and 2)
scientific findings. Specifically, the JRM
"Information for Authors" requests "Articles
addressing topics of broad interest and appeal to
the readership, including methodological aspects
of registry organization and operation. Research ...
Research briefs ... Opinion papers ... editorials
including position papers, commentaries, and
essays that analyze current or controversial issues
... Letters to the Editor are also invited."
For example, a paper presenting the results of a
questionnaire survey might be scientific findings.
These articles should follow an Introduction,
Methods, Results, and Discussion format. A
primer on Collaborative Stage might be an original
methodologic article. No findings are presented,
but the article presents relevant information about
methodological aspects of Registry organization
and operation.
Strengths of JRM
A great strength of JRM is the cycle of its
readership and authorship. All NCRA members,
and many other members of the profession, get a
copy. Thus if you want to reach the Cancer Registry
profession, including management, JRM is the
journal of choice. The wide and committed
readership then feeds the potential authorship.
Besides being the journal of record for the Cancer
Registry profession, it also serves as an avenue for
Cancer Registrars to begin and/or strengthen their
writing skills. Although important to our

profession, the JRM is still increasing its
publication status, and is not yet indexed in
MEDLINE.
Team Effort
The JRM is a team effort. The Medical Editor is
Scott Hundahl. Dr Hundahl has been a champion
of hospital cancer programs for several decades,
and a tireless advocate of the importance of the
Cancer Registrar. NCRA’s leadership with the
production management and business affairs of
the JRM has been essential. They steer the JRM
ship, and we are grateful for their efforts. Lynda
Douglas provides advice regarding the activities
of the JRM, and acts as liaison to the NCRA Board
of Directors. She acts as lead person on matters
regarding Board action.
Ken Mullin prepares the JRM report/proceedings
of the NCRA Annual Educational Conference.
Susan Bolick-Aldrich and Tim Aldrich serve as
Book Review Editors. Louise Schuman authors a
column on matters concerning the working Cancer
Registrar. Michelle Pomphrey serves as Trauma
Registry Editor. Mary Lien and Marie Starbuck
serve as CE Quiz Editors. Eva Duran serves as
Copy Editor. Richard Galik and June Kim manage
layout design and printing.
During this year April Fritz discontinued writing
her column "The Resourceful Registrar," and
Paula Alt rotated off as Copy Editor. These two,
each with long, important and distinguished
service to the Journal will be sorely missed.
Another change was a new designer and printer
was chosen for the next two years.
The JRM Advisory Board consists of Faith G.
Davis, Lynda L. Douglas, Amy Fremgen, Donna M.
Gress, Susan M. Koering, Michelle D. Pomphrey,
Patrice L. Spath, Allan Topham, and Rosemary
Williams.
Writing/Editing Volunteers
For the Cancer Registrar who is a serious writer,
the JRM offers an opportunity to strengthen skills
and experience in both writing and/or editing.
Contact me at menckh@aol.com if you are
interested.
Future Subjects
We are especially looking for articles on the
subjects of Trauma Registries, collaborative stage,
Birth Defects Registries, History of Cancer
Registration,
Registry
Public
Relations,
Recruitment, Training and Retention, and Cancer
and Socioeconomic Status.
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